Abstract

The Olympic Games produce a long-lasting social, urban, cultural and economic impact in the host cities. For the specific case of the Youth Olympic Games, which will be held in the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina, a proposal has been selected to build an Olympic village that would function as social housing after hosting the games participants. Moreover, the International Olympic Committee requires and promotes the principle of environmental sustainability; consequently, host cities must adapt to host the event without losing sight of the optimal management of resources. In this context, technologies such as building automation become relevant and applicable to meet the objectives of providing quality of life and work without neglecting the efficient use of energy. Furthermore, this solution comes with great challenges that serve to promote the advancement of science and social commitment.
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Resumen

Los juegos olímpicos tienen un impacto social, urbano, cultural y económico de larga duración sobre las ciudades que sirven de sedes. Para el caso específico de los juegos olímpicos juveniles, cuya sede será la ciudad de Buenos Aires (Argentina), se ha seleccionado la propuesta de construir una villa olímpica, que en un principio hospedará a los participantes de los juegos y luego se convertirá en vivienda de interés social. Por otra parte, el Comité Olímpico Internacional requiere y promueve el principio de sostenibilidad ambiental; por lo tanto, las ciudades anfitrionas deben adaptarse a celebrar los juegos sin dejar de lado el manejo óptimo de los recursos. Es en este contexto que tecnologías como la automatización de construcciones se vuelven relevantes, y pueden ser aplicadas para cumplir los objetivos de brindar calidad de vida y de trabajo sin ignorar el uso eficiente de la energía. Adicionalmente, este tipo de soluciones generan grandes retos que sirven para promover el avance de la ciencia y el compromiso social.
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Resumo

Os jogos olímpicos têm um impacto social, urbano, cultural e econômico de longa duração sobre as cidades que servem de sedes. Para o caso específico dos jogos olímpicos juvenis, cuja sede será a cidade de Buenos Aires (Argentina), tem sido selecionada a proposta de construir uma vila olímpica, que em um princípio hospedará aos participantes dos jogos e depois se converterá em moradia de interesse social. Por outra parte, o Comitê Olímpico Internacional requer e promove o princípio de sustentabilidade ambiental; portanto, as cidades anfitriãs devem adaptar-se a celebrar os jogos sem deixar de lado o ótimo manejo dos recursos. É neste contexto que tecnologias como a automatização de construções tornam-se relevantes, e podem ser aplicadas para cumprir os objetivos de brindar qualidade de vida e de trabalho sem ignorar o uso eficiente da energia. Adicionalmente, este tipo de soluções geram grandes desafios que servem para promover o avanço da ciência e o compromisso social.

Palavras chave: Automatização; Comodidade; Domótica; Olímpicos; Sustentabilidade.
I. INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of the Olympic Games movement, Argentina won to host the 2018 Olympic Youth Games. To achieve this, Buenos Aires city has been involved in a changing process to perform well and be the right place to host an event of such magnitudes.

Since 2000, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) has promoted an ethical and socioeconomic commitment to sustainability [1]. Consequently, the Olympic Games encourage the development of abilities and actions that promote environmental and social progress by designing innovations, new buildings, and better strategies to manage resources such as the energy. Therefore, the places chosen to host the Olympics must meet such conditions.

Thereby, the cities hosting the Olympic Games have gone through a process of total transformation, which includes the design and renovation of the urban architecture and the implementation of new technologies. It is worth making a brief recount of the models according to which the cities have been adapted for the occasion.

The Olympic Games that took place close to World War I (London 1908, Stockholm 1912, Ambers 1920, Paris 1924 and Amsterdam 1928) did not make great impact in the host cities. These cities offered an urgent and temporary model to resolve the lodging problem. The first Olympic village was built in Los Angeles to receive the 1932 games; the next Olympic village was built in Berlin for the 1936 games. Both villages established a basic model that would be implemented during the next two decades: “a multifunctional structure, besides the lodging and support for athletes, [included] equipment as areas for training, resting, and body care, as well as recreational areas” [2].

It was during the 60’s, in Rome (1960) and Mexico (1968), when the Olympic villages stopped being just a temporary lodging to start being conceived as projects of urban expansion and residential zoning. This model was used in cities like Moscow (1980), which contemplated an Olympic village in its development plan, and Seoul and Barcelona, which appropriated the ‘Olympic urbanism’ to renovate important urban pieces. In opposition to those models, Los Angeles (1984) and Atlanta (1996) did not build Olympic villages; instead, they employed buildings that had previously hosted the participants [3].

At the beginning of the new millennium, the Olympic village design started to have the characteristics of the urban trends of the period: the need to ensure safety and address concerns about environmental sustainability. Francesc Muñoz states that the building of Olympic villages in the XXI century was inspired on what was considered an ideal city and an ideal urban region [4]. Accordingly, cities like Sidney (2000) and Athens (2004) built their Olympic villages following a sustainable model, and Beijing (2008) attended the technological needs of the communication sector linked to ecological sustainability; the model presented by London (2012) and Brazil (2016) was characterized by the propose of urban expansion following sustainability models and pursuing a technological vanguard.

Therefore, the games have been seen from a perspective in which they serve their host cities by catapulting them to change through the execution of urban projects and social inclusion; hence, their impact is long lasting. Buenos Aires city can be seen under this conjuncture, since an ‘Olympic village neighborhood’ is planned as a place to host the athletes and, eventually, a site for social housing [5]. In this way, the design should respond to the needs of both the athletes and the people who will live there when the event ends.

The Olympic village that will temporarily host the games participants, and that later on will serve as a permanent house for families currently located in the ‘Comuna 8’ in the ‘Villa Soldati’ neighborhood should follow the XXI century models, according to the IOC mission and task. The village must be designed and equipped to be environmentally sustainable and to adequately manage the resources. In addition, due to its housing function, it should represent comfort, functionality and quality of life. Such objectives can be achieved if the technologies that meet the needs of the inhabitants while saving and optimizing resources are employed.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the mentioned reality, a question appears: What or which technologies are suitable for planning and building a place that complies with the above? This
article aims to argue that inmotics, as a technology to control comfort and security functions in buildings and as a tool for saving energy, is a fundamental instrument to achieve the objectives of the Olympic village in the ‘Comuna 8’ located in Buenos Aires city; indeed, inmotics can work as an element for social inclusion because it improves the quality of life of the citizens with low purchasing power.

To support this position, theoretical and practical researches from other authors have been taken as the fundamental basis for this article. For this reason, first, we searched, selected and reviewed primary sources on inmotics, in order to recognize the benefits and feasibility of inmotics installations. Subsequently, we compiled the ideas related to the general objective to argue the pertinence of using inmotics in buildings that represent energy saving and provide comfort. Finally, we collected the most important results and elements for discussion.

III. WHAT IS INMOTICS?

The literature review on the inclusion of technologies in buildings for domestic and industrial uses showed that, at the end of the XX century a trend of designing and implementing tools and strategies to save energy began; this implementation started in buildings for industrial uses. It is argued that this trend began because those types of buildings accounted for 40 % of the worldwide energy consumption, besides being main contributors to the greenhouse effect [6-10]. With this situation, awareness for the sustainability of the environment began to rise until legal precepts were given in the European Union and the United States to demand that buildings were energy efficient [11-12].

To respond to this problem, inmotics systems were developed. Inmotics is a network technology conceived to make a smart employment of the energy, with the final objective of mitigating the environmental impact, optimizing resource consumption and reducing costs. Inmotics extends as an automated system that in an optimal and integrated way gives the possibility of controlling, monitoring, managing, and keeping the devices in charge of the building’s operation [13-17]. This technology allows to control and supervise all its components from a single platform; in fact, the system management is centralized. However, inmotics systems are only installed in industrial buildings [18-23].

Apart from the emphasis placed on regulating energy consumption, the reviewed literature also shows that inmotics is related with the user’s comfort and security. On one hand, it has been proved that the higher the comfort, the higher the productivity rates; therefore, a quality of work is achieved. Consequently, the inmotics technology has two fundamental objectives: optimize the energy consumption using automated and integrated applications, and keep the users comfortable.

Among the essential functions that must be integrated into an inmotics system are illumination, heating, ventilation, air conditioning and water supply, as well as monitoring the safety alarms for fires, gas leaks, etc., registering personnel, and controlling the sound system, elevators and engines such as water pumps, exhausters, etc. Nonetheless, the elements covered by the system always depend on the users’ needs and the building characteristics; hence, the conformation of the inmotics systems will be different in each situation, but its characteristics will be the same.

There is a consensus on the fundamental features of the inmotics systems:

- Integration: the inmotic system is something more than an automated system because, although autonomous, its agents do not perform in isolation; therefore, the building is equipped in a way that all subsystems answer adequately to the environment and the requirements of the workers.
- Flexibility: the system must be able to incorporate new subsystems or agents without inconvenience, and to carry out relevant updates.
- Scalability: the system should work in both small and large buildings.
- Adequate response times: the system must response promptly to the user’s requirements and the circumstances of the controlled environment.
- Modulation: the system must be able to independently manage each area connected to its network.
- Reliability: the system’s design must generate the least margin of error.
- Simple operation: the system has the possibility of being operated by people with common knowledge, not necessarily by engineers, so it must be easy and fast to understand.
Remote control: the system can be operated by wireless devices with mobile technology that allows communication from anywhere.

A inmotic system is a network that controls, supervises and optimizes devices and agents in charge of managing different building areas; thus, each component performs its function automatically without leaving the centralized control. In this way, the buildings become smart buildings because they employ high technology to control their functioning in an automatic and integrated way; thereby, they promote a productive environment and allow the efficient management of resources.

A. Challenges of Inmotics

The inmotics imperative challenge consists in achieving an efficient use of energy without neglecting the users’ comfort; to achieve this, the system must be dynamic. “If you want to reach substantial savings in energy consumption, static assumptions are not enough. Besides, you must consider the presence or absence, the activity and [the] behavior of the users” [24]. Thus, the inmotics systems must be smart enough to, for instance, recognize that nobody is in a useless illuminated sector or that the natural light levels do not justify bulbs at high levels of intensity; similarly, the system must be able to adjust the heating depending on the ambient temperature, to turn off the electronic devices when nobody is using them and to close the water tap when necessary; additionally, it must have the capacity to recognize an intruder or to program the office environment according to the schedule and the needs of the users. The inmotics systems must interpret the users’ preferences and act automatically according to them; also, they must be able to predict what the building workers are going to require. “In this case, we are talking about systems that must be designed to act appropriately in changing, unforeseen and complex situations” [25].

If an inmotics system must offer multiple possibilities, the challenge consists in achieving the integration of each application in the same communication network. The research regarding this topic is extensive [26-34]. Every electronic device in charge of the building operation must be interconnected to the centralized management, in order to share their abilities to perform activities beyond their individual capacities [35]; therefore, there are more than one agent interacting in a shared environment.

The system is optimal when each component speaks the same language and is compatible with all the others. The inmotics network must be based on communication protocols to ensure that each control component is able to send its message and exchange consistently the information [36]. The inmotics systems are primarily composed by the following elements: a set of sensors, controllers, and agents that allow to interact with the medium and to automate the building; one or many devices with information processing capacities to manage the set of sensors, controllers, and agents; a transmission medium and a communication protocol, through which each element of the system exchanges data; and an interface that allows the user to know the status of the installation.

Therefore, the network of an intelligent building is composed of two essential parts: 1) the internal network, properly inmotics, which constitutes the communication, control, and management of the component in charge to interact with the environment to control; 2) the external network that provides information from the outside. In order to smartly automatize a building, the sensors should gather information from the environment, and send the data to the control system; those messages must be compatible and able to adapt to the controller. Once the controller processes the information, it sends fit orders to the agents in charge of each integrated function. Hence, the foundation of inmotics is the communication: the transmission of data in order to control and manage the automated operation of the building.

Thence, the biggest challenge faced by designers of inmotics networks is to develop or apply communication protocols, so the network can function effectively, otherwise, the building would just be an automated installation. The more complex the system, the harder it will be to make all elements speak the same language. This is where the great field of study of inmotics resides; here it can be recognize a long way yet to go to reach a standardized measure for communication in inmotics systems. For this reason, [37] describes that a smart building can be made of integrated systems with capacity to achieve a constant communication and data storage of operative mode from the environment around the home or industrial automation.
B. Inmotics benefits

The installation of an inmotics network entails a reduction of energy consumption, thus reducing costs and contributing to care for the environment; additionally, it increases the comfort because is programmed and updated according to the users’ requirements without losing sight of the energy management; it gives security, protects confidential information and provides surveillance services; and it can be managed remotely through the internet. All of the above gives an extra value to the building. Furthermore, the inmotics field encourages the field of technological research to generate new protocols that will play a standard role in the communication networks between devices arranged for control.

C. Inmotics and domotics

The literature review revealed that inmotics is inherently related to domotics, since no research exclusively focused on inmotics. The fundamental difference between these two technologies is that inmotics is developed for industrial buildings, whereas domotics is designed for domestic buildings; thus, the first aims at job quality and the second at quality of life [38-45].

On the other hand, inmotics is fundamentally an integrated and automated system, while domotics appears only as an automated system. A domotics system can be automated without being integrated, on the other hand, if an inmotics system is not integrated, the building where it is installed cannot be smart. Therefore, the communication problems inside a smart network are sometimes necessary for the development of inmotics, with adaptations contingent of applications that are used in domotics.

IV. Discussion and Results

• Given the importance of the Olympic village project, it is pertinent to install a system that controls and manages the building operations, and that optimally uses the resources. Through an inmotics network, the building can satisfy needs like proper temperature, enough lighting and heating, security alarms, hot water control, telecommunications management, and schedule adaptations, among others; at the same time, the system guarantees the conservation principle and the sustainability of the environment.

• A smart Olympic village represents a place capable of updating, adapting, and setting up itself, according to the athletes’ requirements; besides being a space that provides comfort to the athletes’ daily activities. Due to its flexibility, integrity and simple operation, the inmotics technology should be considered in the design of buildings for hosting large number of people with special requirements for their accommodation. Thus, the building would be able to receive the Olympic Youth Games’ participants, while complying with the IOC sustainability principle.

• Now, it has to be said that the village design must consider that after the games it will be a place for social housing. In this specific case, the inmotics and domotics are related because both aim at users’ comfort and energy saving. However, issues emerge when one system has to be coupled to the other; ergo, when the network must be modified. The solution to this can be based on the flexibility of the inmotics system, which can integrate other agents, and control and update the devices.

• Furthermore, it is important to focus on the integrity of the inmotics network because the houses with those installations must control efficiently all the systems from a single platform. This aspect is not necessarily considered in a domotics network. Nevertheless, the inescapable challenge emerges: if adjustments have to be made to meet the needs of the inhabitants after having rendered the services to the athletes, the attached devices must be compatible with the system’s communication network.

• On the other hand, we cannot leave aside the fact that inmotics installations require an economic investment higher than the budget disposed for only social housing; therefore, one of the challenges consists in matching as much as possible the services required by both athletes and future residents. Consequently, an interdisciplinary design will be necessary for the building, in order to respond to the specific needs of the people; and a strategy should be found to avoid big changes in the installed network as a result of the different uses, which could increase costs or prevent the system to work in all its potential,
The reviewed literature on inmotics revealed that the technology seems to be an ideal solution for smart and sustainable building projects, because it contributes to the efficient use of resources, and attends the users’ needs. Therefore, inmotics supply an automated system that controls, monitors, manages and maintains, in an optimal and integrated way, the devices in charge of the building’s operations to serve the users. Accordingly, it is recognized that the main challenge of these systems is the efficient use of energy without neglecting the comfort of the users.

Thereby, the inmotics network is as a pertinent strategy for designing the Olympic village with the necessary characteristics to host the games participants in articulation with the principle of environmental sustainability. The Olympic village buildings must work as an automated home that represents quality of life, while managing and controlling the resources, for families with low purchasing power who will receive the benefit of having the opportunity to access a housing of social interest.

The development of new technologies that allow network connectivity is becoming more popular; in fact, the evolution of the internet will generate different opportunities for the development of applications of all kinds. In this case, thanks to the new technologies for automation, it is possible to control the different devices at home. The current concern about global warming and depletion of natural resources present new and paramount challenges for implementing technologies aimed at helping conserve resources and promoting awareness on energy consumption in buildings and homes. With this technology, the user can simultaneously control the home and observe the electrical consumption, with the possibility of turning off the different devices controlled remotely.

Because communication technologies evolve at the same time as the global internet network, there are many opportunities for designing new platforms for immobile systems; in this case, for the development of Olympic villages whose ultimate goal is to be houses of social interest that allow residential control. Furthermore, with the technology called “Internet of Things”, the connectivity between devices will be complete, allowing to connect not only houses but cities and countries, with the possibility of developing interfaces for the management and control of smart cities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The installation of inmotics in houses greatly benefit the habitants because it provides comfort and quality of life; thus, people with low purchasing power, such as the families that access social housing, can stop seeing these tools as a luxury and start taking them as easy strategies to improve their everyday life and contribute to the sustainability of the environment [46-50].
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